Miracles point to the World Teacher’s

New miracle: Nepalese girl emits shards of glass from forehead

Glass pieces are miraculously appearing from the forehead of 12-year-old schoolgirl Sarita Bista, from Tikapur, western Nepal. More than 130 shards have emerged since January 2006, and since 7 August the extraordinary process has taken place daily. The glass pieces average 1.5 inches long by 0.5 inches wide, and as many as 12 come out in a single day.

“At the beginning, there was a blister at the side of her forehead. When we scratched it, a piece of glass came out,” said her mother, Dhansara. Her daughter has no pain, she says, but sometimes loses consciousness when the process begins. Though there is slight bleeding when the shards emerge, the wound heals quickly on its own. The family emphasize that Sarita is in sound physical and mental health, and has never had an accident of any kind.

Nepalese medical professionals investigating the phenomenon include teams of senior professors and doctors from Kohalpur Medical College and the Nepalgunj Teaching Hospital (NTH) in Kohalpur. Despite CT scans and blood tests, they are at a loss for an explanation. “Something that looked like shining glass pieces could be seen coming out of her forehead skin,” said Dr Jitendra Mahaseth, deputy director of NTH, “but there is no glass inside the cranium.” His colleague Dr Keduwai called it “a strange case”. “There are many examples where cranial bones have grown unnaturally to give the impression of horns,” he said. “But the human body does not produce glass.”

In 1996 a similar miracle happened to a 12-year-old Lebanese girl, Hasnah Mohamed Meselmani, who produced razor-sharp glass crystals — sharp enough to cut paper — from her eyes.

(Source: www.kantipuronline.com; www.dnaindia.com; www.gorkhapatra.org; www.southasianmedia.net)

For over 20 years Share International magazine has been reporting miracles occurring worldwide to people of all faiths and of none. Editor Benjamin Creme explains that these are not isolated events but are all signs or portents of an extraordinary happening in the very near future — the emergence of Maitreya, the World Teacher and His group, the Masters of Wisdom. In 1988 an associate of Maitreya in the Asian community of London said: “He is going to flood the world with such happenings that the world can never comprehend it.” Since then miracles have been occurring regularly:

Weeping or bleeding Madonna and Jesus statues
Hindu statues that ‘drink’ milk
Visions of the Madonna
Holy text in fruit and vegetables
Healing crosses of light on windows
Rescues and encounters with ‘angels’
Light patterns on buildings

According to Benjamin Creme all these miracles were created by Maitreya, the World Teacher and His group. The extraordinary happening above is another in the long list of Maitreya’s manifestations preparing humanity for His imminent emergence into public view.
For over 30 years artist, author, and lecturer Benjamin Creme has been preparing the way for the biggest event in history — the emergence of Maitreya the World Teacher and His group, the Masters of Wisdom. Millions of people around the world have heard his information and wait expectantly for this momentous event.

Since 19 July 1977 Maitreya has been living in the Asian community of London, gradually emerging before the public. Long awaited by all faiths under different names, Maitreya is the World Teacher for all people, religious or not.

Maitreya’s ‘roving ambassador’ Benjamin Creme travels the world spreading his message of hope and creating a climate of expectancy for Maitreya’s emergence. Trained and supervised over many years by his own Master, with whom he is in constant telepathic contact, Benjamin Creme has access to up-to-date information on Maitreya’s emergence, giving him the total conviction needed to present this story to a sceptical world.

As a modern man concerned with today’s problems, Maitreya works behind the scenes of our changing world. The outpouring of His extraordinary energy has been the stimulus for dramatic developments on many fronts: the ending of the cold war; the break-up of the Soviet Union; the unification of Germany; the ending of apartheid in South Africa; the growing power of the people’s voice, leading to demands for freedom and justice; and the worldwide focus on preserving the environment.

Outwardly Maitreya has met with influential leaders from all fields, informing them of His solutions to our pressing problems. His message can be summarized as: “Share and save the world.” He has not come to found a new religion but as an educator in the broadest sense. He will seek to inspire humanity to see itself as one family, and to create a civilization based on sharing, economic and social justice, and global co-operation.

For those who seek signs of His coming, Maitreya has manifested miracles worldwide, touching the hearts of millions and preparing them for His imminent appearance.

With Maitreya and His group working openly in the world, offering Their guidance and teachings, humanity is assured not only of survival but of the creation of a brilliant new civilization.

According to Benjamin Creme, we do not have long to wait to see Him. Soon, Maitreya will be interviewed on major US television and His open emergence will begin.

Benjamin Creme regularly lectures worldwide, and appears on television and radio — in the USA alone he has been interviewed on more than 700 radio and television shows. He is author of 11 books — translated into 11 languages — and is editor of Share International magazine which circulates in 70 countries. He receives no payment for any of this work. Benjamin Creme offers a positive view of the future — a message of hope for the world.